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Abstract. Results of regular observations of about 20 Miras and semi-
regular variables {o Cet, R Leo, R Aql, U Her, \ Cyg, R Tri, and others) in 
1994-1999 are presented. The monitoring includes optical spectroscopy, 
optical (UBV) and infrared (JHKLM) photometry, high-resolution ra
dio spectroscopy in the 1.35-cm water-vapour maser line (on the 22-m 
radio telescope in Pushchino). Optical spectroscopy shows that the ap
pearance of strong Balmer emission lines in Miras may be a rare event, 
and the presumed shock waves are thus weak. The H20 maser flux gen
erally correlates with visual light curves of the stars with some delay 
Ap — 0.1 — 0.4P (P is the variability period). For R Leo, R Cas, and 
U Aur strong flares in the Ha line, observed in 1997-1998, were followed 
by corresponding outbursts of the H2O maser emission about 2P later. 
This sequence of events is probably caused by a shock wave propagating 
outward in the stellar atmosphere and consecutively initiating the HQ 
emission and, later, the maser flare at a larger distance from the stellar 
surface. 

The purpose of this survey is to study spectral variability of a representative 
sample of Mira-type and semiregular variable stars. Correlation between vari
ability in several wavelength ranges could be a useful tool to study the processes 
in the inner parts of the circumstellar envelopes, connected with propagation of 
shock waves. 

The optical spectroscopy of the stars was performed in 1994-1999 on the 
125-cm ZTE telescope of the Crimean Laboratory of the Sternberg Astronomical 
Institute. The photometry of the stars was carried out on the 60-cm Zeiss-600 
telescope. The early conclusions of Joy (1954) and Gillet, Maurice, & Baade 
(1983) about the regular appearance of emission lines in the spectra of these 
variables in each light cycle near minimum light are not confirmed. Thus, the 
conclusion about strong regular shocks propagating in the stars' atmospheres 
may also be not true: the shocks are either weak (VB < 10 — 15 km s_1) and/or 
appear in the stellar atmosphere rather seldom, not in every light cycle. 

We observed the sample stars in the H2O line at A = 1.35 cm on the 
RT-22 radio telescope of the Radio Astronomy Observatory (Astrospace Center 
of the Lebedev Institute of Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences) in Pushchino 
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(Moscow Region). The studies of the correlation of the H2O maser emission with 
the light variability for various Mira Ceti type stars were undertaken earlier, 
see Berulis et al. (1998) and references therein. The basic result of our H2O 
observations was confirmation of the correlation between the variations of the 
visual brightness and H2O maser: in the stars we have studied the variations 
of the H2O maser follow the visual-brightness variability with some phase delay 
A<p, from 0.1 to (SAP. An example is the star U Ori, for which the most 
complete set of data has been obtained and which shows a variability of A>p 
with a superperiod of about 9 yr (Berulis, Lekht, k Pashchenko 1994), implying 
a variable distance of the maser from the star. 

So far, the most interesting result was obtained for the star R Leo. In 
R Leo, a strong flare in the Ha line happened in 1996 May; its duration was 
about one month. In 1997 December R Leo flared in the H2O line (Esipov et 
al. 1999). We connect these two flares with propagation of a shock wave in the 
inner layers of the circumstellar envelope, to distances of up to ~ 1014 cm from 
the star center, where the masering H2O molecules are localized. In 1998-1999 
we also observed similar sequences of the flares (Ha, then H2O) in R Cas and 
U Aur; details will be published elsewhere. 

To explain the correlation between he light curve and maser variations, 
Rudnitskij k Chuprikov (1990) considered a mechanism of direct impact of the 
shock on the region of maser generation of the H2O molecules via modifica
tion of the power of the maser collisional pumping. Our results show that this 
mechanism may be true at least for R Leo, R Cas, and U Aur, where the two 
isolated-in-time events (the Ha flare and the H2O line flare) may be caused 
by the same shock propagating outward and consecutively initiating these two 
events, separated in time by almost two light cycles of the stars. 
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